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Humans vs. Chimps Discussion Guide
Experiment
Description
Human Experiment
Chimp Experiment
Hidden object under moving cup
A researcher sits on one side of a screen and a subject is on the other. There are three blue plastic cups and an object on a flat surface in front of the researcher. 
The researcher shows the subject the object. She turns over two of the cups so they are face down. She turns the third cup upside down and places it over the object, so the object is hidden from view.
	The researcher moves the cups around on the flat surface and then stops moving them after they are in new positions.
	The researcher slides the shelf with the cups on it toward the subject. The subject selects the cup he/she thinks contains the object.
	The researcher talks to the subject during the experiment (more during the human experiment than in the chimp experiment) and makes sure the subject is watching the cups as they are being moved. The researcher provides positive verbal feedback when the subject selects the cup with the hidden object.
The child is accompanied by an adult.
The chimp is alone on one side of the screen.


The holes in the screen are circular and large enough for the child to fit a hand through to grab the cup and the object.
The holes in the screen are circular, but only large enough to put a small piece of food through.


The object is a toy.
The object is a banana slice.


The researcher slides the screen with the attached shelf and cups toward the child. 
The screen stays still, but the researcher slides the shelf with the cups toward the chimp.


The child selects a cup by turning it over. The child takes the object if he/she has selected the correct cup.
The chimp selects a cup by pointing at it. The researcher hands the food to the chimp by sliding it through a hole in the screen.
Object-dropping experiment
The researcher is in the same room as the subject. The researcher unsuccessfully tries to grab an object that is out of reach. The researcher accepts the object from the subject if he/she picks it up and tries to give it to the researcher. 
The researcher stands by a clothesline and drops a clothespin on the floor. The researcher tries unsuccessfully to reach it.
The researcher kneels on the ground by a 6-sided object with a flat surface on top. He tries to reach something on top of the object. The researcher drops something on the floor. The researcher tries unsuccessfully to reach each object.
Hidden object with pointing
The researcher sits on one side of a table while the subject is on the other side. Out of view of the subject, the researcher places an object under one of two cups. She places both cups upside down in front of her- one to her right and one to her left. The researcher points to the cup with the hidden object. The subject selects one of the cups by pointing at it. The researcher lifts up the selected cup. If the subject selected the empty cup, the researcher then lifts up the correct cup to reveal the hidden object.
Blue, plastic cups are used. The hidden object is a toy. The researcher uses a flat board to block the child’s view while placing the toy under one of the cups. While still pointing at one of the cups, the researcher slides the see-through screen with the attached shelf and cups toward the child. The child is accompanied by an adult.
White, paper cups are used. The hidden object is a grape. The chimp is alone. The cups, shelf and see-through screen stay in the same position when the researcher points and when the subject selects a cup.
Light vs. Heavy Boxes

While the subjects watch, one researcher carries a box, tossing it in the air and then pushes another box along with 3 other people. Subjects watch as the boxes are brought in. There is a piece of white rope attached to each one, which the researcher places within reach of the subject. The researcher places an object on top of each box and asks the subject to get the object. The subject then selects and pulls on one rope to try to move the box forward 
and retrieve the object. The subject only has one choice.
Several children stand together in a hallway and watch as each box is brought into a room. Each child enters the room, one at a time, and perform the task (out of view of the others).
A chimp is alone on one side of a screen as he/she watches the researchers bring in the boxes.  


The child selects a rope and pulls on it to move the box forward and get the object (playdough). The subject takes the playdough. 
The chimp reaches through a hole in the screen to pull the rope. If the chimp selects the lighter rope, he/she can grab the object (a slice of lime).


The heavy box is maroon with yellow lines, while the light box is brown with green lines.
The heavy box is a solid grey color, while the light box has a black & white checkered pattern.


